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As Clint Eastwood said in Magnum

Force, “A man’s got to know his limita-

tions.” The same is true when evaluating

your accounting system’s ability to sup-

port company growth.

While some popular accounting pro-

grams offer strong basic accounting func-

tionality, they lack many of the sophisti-

cated features of more robust systems,

and begin bogging down as transaction

numbers increase beyond moderate

thresholds. This cripples your ability to

make sound, timely business decisions.  

Companies in this quagmire face an

even more daunting challenge: finding a

system robust enough to handle present

and future needs without breaking the

bank, disrupting the workplace or

demoralizing employees. Many systems

require costly and time-consuming con-

sultant implementation protocols. It’s

not a pretty sight or a suitable solution.

However, it’s improving. Corporate

awareness of, and interest in, Web-based

implementation and training is one plus.

The ability to import existing information

(legacy data) reliably and efficiently be-

tween disparate accounting systems is a

second benefit. Finally, solutions offered

by accounting systems and third-party

vendors are helping automate implemen-

tation. Below are some tips to help make

your transition to a more robust account-

ing system affordable, efficient and mini-

mally disruptive:

1. Buy based on functionality, not

just reputation. Popularity doesn’t mean

suitability for you. Establish your must-

have criteria list before searching for

options, and make sure that they will

scale up as you grow. 

Important criteria may include robust

account number structure, good drill-

down and drill-around capabilities, for-

ward-looking reporting capabilities, reli-

able system performance, a well-tested

Web portal, support for handheld

devices, comprehensive customization

capabilities, the ability to easily compare

data in financial reports, supply chain

suitability, and XML enablement.

2. Make sure it’s user-familiar, as

well as user-friendly. Familiarity breeds

contentment. Moving to a system offer-

ing a look and feel similar to well-known

software — such as Outlook — will reas-

sure employees who are reluctant to

change and lessen the learning curve.

3. Pay only for needed implementa-

tion and training. Most implementation

specialists rely heavily on consulting —

not software sales alone — to make

money. As technology advances, so does

the level of do-it-yourself installation and

online training. If you really only need 20

hours, why pay for 100? 

Prioritize the areas where you’ll need

the most help, such as chart-of-accounts

structure, to ensure optimizing it for

future growth and new system reporting

capabilities. Then search for economical,

automated, do-it-yourself solutions for

the more perfunctory and straightfor-

ward elements of the installation.

Where consulting is needed, explore

the increasingly popular remote consult-

ing opportunities that can generate high-

ly positive results very economically.  

4. Train as you install. No matter

how functional, versatile or scalable your

system is, people must be adequately

trained on how to use it, or frustration

and productivity losses will mount. That

said, you don’t necessarily have to con-

duct expensive on-site training if an ade-

quate Web-based curricula exists. 

5. Provide easily accessed, easily

understood support. Eighty-one percent

of respondents to a survey we conducted

indicated that phone support is suffi-

cient for implementation. However, it

must be clear, competent and friendly. 

6. Ensure smooth legacy data 

conversion. Confirm that the new ac-

counting system can reliably import your

legacy data in a way that allows employ-

ees to breathe easily — instead of hold-

ing their breath.

By buying smart, you can save time,

money and sanity — and implement a

system that will seem virtually limitless

compared to what you had before. SMB
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